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Großenhain City Administration

Everything on one card

Access control system replaces old lock system
The Großenhain City Administration is located in the historical town 

hall on the central market square. The lock system of the building, 

which was built in the 19th century, no longer met the required 

security standards.

In addition to that, more than 100 keys for the individual access areas 

were issued using lists that were kept by hand - a time-consuming 

process that could be replaced within the framework a new 

access solution.

Time recording and access control in one system
The municipal authority has successfully been using an Interflex time 

recording systems for more than 20 years. The current version of 

IF-6020 already has an integrated web client with workflow 

management. The outer doors of the town hall are also equipped 

with the IF-800 access control terminal and with two IF-5735 time 

recording terminals from Interflex.

During an appointment with one of our long-standing account 

managers, the city administration told Interflex about the need to 

replace its old locking system. Since the city administration was 

already using a time recording system from Interflex, it made sense 

to expand it by adding suitable components for access control.

Line of business:

Public services

Size of enterprise:

140 employees

Solution: 

Time recording and 

access control 

(hardware and software)

The customer says: 

“Interflex’ overall solution 

saves valuable work time 

and includes 

forward-looking security 

standards.”
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Finance and General Administration 
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Employees of the Großenhain City Administration 

focus on functions for access control, time recording 

and the use of copiers.

Multi-functional credentials instead of keys

The city administration decided to install an IF-181-type offline access control system with electronic cylinders in 

order to reliably secure all interior doors. The electronic cylinder replaces mechanical keys by evaluating access 

authorizations and only granting access to authorized individuals with their multi-functional card. 

The lock cylinders used in the town hall support the proven and widely used “NetworkOnCard” card format, which

 combines online components with the offline access control system.

The installation of the new access control solution makes the more than 100 keys of the former lock system 

unnecessary. The employees gain access to the building units for which they have been authorized using their 

multi-functional credentials. They also can use their credentials to book their work time and authenticate them-

selves at the in-house copiers. Software-based access control processes ensure more efficient procedures and 

reliable control. Individual groups of persons such as trainees, visitors or external service providers obtain clearly 

defined access rights that can be set to specific time periods.

The employees of the city administration are very happy with the new Interflex system. As a result, the municipal 

authority benefits from the considerable time savings, a high level of user convenience and reliable security 

standards.


